
Small Group Questions April 11, 2021

LEADERS
Please be sure to read the SG Newsletter from Friday, announcing a change in how new group 
members will be added beginning in May.

LEARN
Read Romans 1:18-32 together.  Why are these verses an important starting point for a biblical 
understanding of the sexual revolution going on today?
(Ex: It is a universal explanation of sin with sexual expression as an inevitable demonstration of our sin 
nature.  The progression Paul describes is tangibly, visibly very obvious today.)

Lose who God is, lose who you are. How are we seeing this statement prove true, both on a personal/
individual level and a cultural/societal level?
(Ex: Many people believe life has no purpose/meaning, authority and truth are constructs of their own 
mind, with God being denied they make up their own way and call happiness the ultimate good.)

Read v. 18 again.  What are some examples of people suppressing the truth “by their 
unrighteousness” in our world today? 
(Ex: Acting as if there is no God.  Being ungrateful to God for the many blessings they have.  
Worshiping creation instead of God. Calling good “evil” and evil “good”.)

What are the “3 stages of the downward spiral of pagan depravity” that Pastor Scott listed?  How does 
this help you see the progression any more clearly?
(From John Stott:  An unrestrained heart / unnatural relations / non-functioning mind.)

PRACTICE
How does a proper understanding on Romans 1:18-32 help you address the cultural moment we are 
in? 
(Ex: It illuminates us to the undeniable progress these movements make and where they lead.)

Which is more difficult for you: understanding the sexual revolution from a biblical perspective or 
standing firm upon your Christian convictions in society today?  How can we help each other as a 
small group to grow in understanding and stand firm?

Group prayer idea:  Pray together for all who name Chris as Lord to grow in wisdom in dealing with 
worldly pressures all around and for the light of the gospel to shine through our lives.

CHANGE
Romans 1 describes the human condition, not only in sexual sin but all areas of life.  What is a way you 
know you’ve participated in Romans 1:25?  How has God transformed you so that you worship him 
instead of created things?
(We’ve all made the exchange, exalting created things – relationships, possessions, goals, lifestyles – to 
supremacy over God.  Reflect on the power of the gospel from v. 16 to save us from our sin.)


